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Our Price $4,995
Specifications:

Year:  2014  

VIN:  JYARN33E2EA001536  

Make:  Yamaha  

Stock:  U001536-WSE  

Model/Trim:  FZ-09  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Engine:  0 cc  

Exterior:  BLK  

Mileage:  24,000

"This Yamaha is in Excellent overall exterior condition - 2014 Yamaha
FZ-09THE ALL-NEW FZ-09Naked sport bike features a revolutionary
850cc, triple cylinder engine with a cross-plane crank which provides
awesome engine torque and feel along with a unique pulse and sound.
Its a slim design provides an overall light in weight and a nimble ride
unlike any other. Key Features May Include: Introducing an all-new
847cc liquid-cooled, in-line 3-cylinder, DOHC, 12-valve engine with fuel
injection. This FZ-09T engine combines advanced high tech
components including YCC-T and Yamaha D-Mode, with a crossplane
concept crankshaft to deliver an exciting, torquey and quick-revving
engine character. This 3-cylinder engine features Yamaha's
""Crossplane Crankshaft Concept"" that provides linear torque
development in response to the rider's throttle input. Among the
advantages of the in-line 3-cylinder engine are: (1) linear torque
development, (2) even firing intervals that provide smooth torque
characteristics and a good feeling of power in the low to mid rpm range,
(3) a light, slim and compact design, and (4) performance that
combines the characteristics of both 2-cylinder and 4-cylinder engines.
To reduce vibration and deliver a smoother ride, relays the data to the
ECU, which instantaneously calculates the ideal throttle valve opening
based on engine rpm and throttle opening, and then sends commands
to a servo-motor actuator that moves the throttle valve which actively
controls the intake airflow volume. This is a technology contributing to
the rider's feeling of torque and controllability from the new 3-cylinder
engine. Electronic fuel injection has been adopted to provide
outstanding drivability. 12-hole injectors attached directly to the cylinder
head deliver a highly pressurized spray of atomized fuel with droplets
as small as a few microns. This enables high-precision injection
directed at the valve skirts that contributes to optimum fuel combustion
resulting in outstanding drivability and performance. The FZ-09T is
equipped with Yamaha D-MODE (or ""Drive Mode"") variable throttle
control system to allow the rider to choose the optimum engine
character for their riding situation. The rider can choose at will from
three throttle valve control maps (Standard Mode, ""A"" Mode,
enhancing the overall narrow 3-cylinder design. - Contact The Internet
Sales Department at 888-933-7674 or harley@usedharley-
davidsonmotorcycles.com for more information. -"
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Installed Options

Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the "Get Approved" button above and enter your information completely before clicking submit. You can also print and

fax us your completed application to 877-862-7872. *NOTE* - When filling out fields requiring a dollar amount, please enter simple numbers only without decimel point or any

remaining digits. For example, if you were entering eight hundred dollars as a dollar value for any field, it should be entered as "800" (NOT $800.00 or $800). Only the simple

expression is accepted on this form for numeric values. Please print and fax to 877-862-7872 if you have any trouble submitting this form. Our finance team will work to get you the

best financing options available. Used Motorcycles And Motorcycle Parts For Sale (877) 862-7872.
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